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ü  Goals of the Working group: 

•  Review the recent progress in top and flavour physics in the last year 
•  Follow up on the last year SM@LHC Workshop 
•  Make a concise summary of the expectations for the near-term future 

ü  The WG’s program at this Workshop: 

•  3 Sessions (Tue, Wed, Thu) 
•  Talks on top physics (tT and single top) 

•  Liza MIJOVIC 
•  Luca SCODELLARO 
•  Kathrin BECKER 
•  Fabrizio CAOLA 
•  David HEYMES 
•  Frank KRAUSS 
•  Anne-Catherine LE BIHAN 
 

•  Talks on “flavor physics” 
•  Giovanni PASSALEVA 
•  Philip ILTEN 
•  Martin GORBAHN 

•  Top/flavour interplay talks 
•  Jernej KAMENIK 
•  Markus SCHULZE 
•  Emmanuel STAMOU 
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ü  Top physics moves from the search area to precision physics 

ü   Excellent precision on measurements and theory predictions 

ü   Moving towards fiducial cross-section measurements 

ü   High statistics available at LHC 

Top Physics: Status 
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ü  Inclusive top pair production is in a very good shape 
ü  Theory & experimental errors are small – at few %. 
ü  Agreement is very good (both 7 and 8 TeV).  
ü  The 8 TeV measurement dominated by luminosity/beam energy uncertainties !! 

ü  8/7 TeV ratio is not as good 
•  Is it modeling (i.e. the way we estimate theory errors in ratios – recall top AFB)? 
•  Is it real (if this then it will become obvious at 13 TeV!).  

Top Physics: top pair inclusive 

 Total inclusive cross section at NNLO (+NNLL) 
[Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov; 2013]

 Where we are
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ü  Inclusive differential top pair production  
•  theory at NLO(+) 
•  Discrepancies between theory  
     predictions and exp for top PT  
     (plays a role in many places: searches, ttH) 
•  Sensitive to PDF 
•  NNLO QCD should help 

Top Physics: top pair inclusive differential 

  

 SM@LHC 2014 (Summary)

 

 Differential ttbar cross section (NLO) 

 

1

● Differential ttbar cross section at NNLO

● Top Decays (NWA) at NNLO

[CMS PAS TOP-12-028]

ü  First NNLO differential results have 
appeared 

 
ü  Applied to top AFB  

•  Significant corrections 
•  SM in agreement with 

Tevatron data 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov ‘14 

!  ATLAS:*differen0al*cross*sec0ons*in*l+jets*
events*at*√s*=*7*TeV*

!  Parton*level*quarks*are*defined*before*the*
decay*and*aper*QCD*radia0on*

!  Data*have*sufficient*precision*to*probe*MC:*
•  No*single*generator*performs*best*for*all*
kinema0c*variables*studied**

•  Measured*cross*sec0on*lower*than*
expected*for*high*top:quark*momentum*

!  Measurements*also*discriminate*between*
NLO*QCD*predic0ons*for*different*PDF*sets:*
•  HERAPDF1.5*generally*shows*beUer*
agreement*with*observed*distribu0ons*

12*

PRD*90*(2014)**072004*

Differen0al*Cross*Sec0on*in*Full*Phase*Space*

Inclusive AFB 
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ü  Dominant (t-ch) NNLO QCD known; theory in good shape 
ü  Top decay will be added soon 

Top Physics: single top theory 

Single-top @ NNLO: more differential observables
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p⊥ σLO, pb σNLO, pb δNLO σNNLO, pb δNNLO

0 GeV 53.8+3.0
−4.3 55.1+1.6

−0.9 +2.4% 54.2+0.5
−0.2 −1.6%

20 GeV 46.6+2.5
−3.7 48.9+1.2

−0.5 +4.9% 48.3+0.3
−0.02 −1.2%

40 GeV 33.4+1.7
−2.5 36.5+0.6

−0.03 +9.3% 36.5+0.1
+0.1 −0.1%

60 GeV 22.0+1.0
−1.5 25.0+0.2

+0.3 +13.6% 25.4−0.1
+0.2 +1.6%

TABLE I: QCD corrections to t-channel single top quark production cross sections at 8 TeV LHC with a cut on the transverse
momentum of the top quark p⊥. Cross sections are shown at leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading order in
dependence of the factorization and renormalization scale µ = mt (central value), µ = 2mt (upper value) and µ = mt/2 (lower
value). Corrections at NLO and at NNLO (relative to the NLO) are shown in percent for µ = mt.

las for the phase-space parametrization relevant for the
ub → dt, ub → dtg and ub → dtgg sub-processes, as well
as a discussion of an appropriate choices of variables rel-
evant for the extraction of singularities can be found in
that reference. Using the language of that paper, we only
need to consider “initial-state” sectors since there are no
collinear singularities associated with final state particles
due to the fact that top quarks are massive. All calcula-
tions required for initial-state sectors are documented in
Ref. [61] except that here we need soft and collinear lim-
its for incoming quarks, rather than gluons, and the soft
current for a massive particle. This, however, is a minor
difference that does not affect the principal features of
the computational method.

The above discussion of the NNLO QCD corrections
to the heavy quark line can be applied almost verba-
tim to corrections to the light quark line. The two-loop
corrections for the 0 → qq̄′W ∗ vertex are known since
long ago [62–64]. One-loop corrections to 0 → qq̄′gW ∗

scattering are also well-known; we implemented the re-
sult presented in [65] and again checked the implemen-
tation against an independent computation based on the
Passarino-Veltman reduction. Apart from different am-
plitudes, the only minor difference with respect to cor-
rections to the heavy quark line is that in this case there
are collinear singularities associated with both, the in-
coming and the outgoing quark lines. We deal with this
problem splitting the real-emission contribution into sec-
tors, see Ref. [61]. In the language of that paper, we
have to consider “initial-initial”, “final-final” and mixed
“initial-final” sectors. Finally, we briefly comment on the
contribution shown in Fig.1c. We note that, although
formally NNLO, it is effectively the product of NLO cor-
rections to the heavy and the light quark lines, so that
it can be dealt with using techniques familiar from NLO
computations.

We will now comment on our treatment of γ5. For
perturbative calculations at higher orders the presence of
the Dirac matrix γ5 is a nuisance since it can not be con-
tinued to d-dimensions in a straightforward way. While
computationally-efficient ways to deal with γ5 in com-
putations, that employ dimensional regularization, exist
(see e.g. Ref. [66]), they are typically complex and un-
transparent. Fortunately, there is a simple way to solve
the γ5 problem in our case. Indeed, in the calculation of
virtual corrections to the tWb weak vertex, γ5 is taken

to be anti-commuting [40–43]. This enforces the left-
handed polarization of the b-quark and removes the issue
of γ5 altogether. Indeed, if we imagine that the weak
b → t transition is facilitated by the vector current but
we select the b-quark with left-handed polarization only,
we will obtain the same result as when the calculation is
performed with the anti-commuting γ5. Since the can-
cellation of infra-red and collinear divergences occurs for
each polarization of the incoming b-quark separately, this
approach completely eliminates the need to specify the
scheme for dealing with γ5 and automatically enforces
simultaneous conservation of vector and axial currents –
a must-have feature if quantum anomalies are neglected.
Of course, this requires that we deal with the γ5 appear-
ing in real emission diagrams in the same way as in the
virtual correction and this is, indeed, what we do by us-
ing helicity amplitudes, as described in [39].

We have performed several checks to ensure that our
calculation of NNLO QCD corrections to single top quark
production is correct. For example, we have compared all
the tree-level matrix elements that are used in this com-
putation, e.g. ub → dt+ng, with 0 ≤ n ≤ 2, ub → dt+qq̄,
ug → db̄t+mg, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1, against MadGraph [67] and
found complete agreement. We have extracted one-loop
amplitudes for 0 → Wtb̄g from MCFM [45] and checked
them against our own implementation of the Passarino-
Veltman reduction, for both the W ∗b → tg and the
W ∗g → tb̄ processes. We have cross-checked one-loop
amplitudes for W ∗u → dg and related channels against
MadLoop [68]. In the intermediate stages of the compu-
tation, we also require reduced tree and one-loop ampli-
tudes computed to higher orders in ϵ, as explained e.g. in
Ref. [61]. We checked that their contributions drop out
from the final results, in accord with the general conclu-
sion of Ref. [69].

One of the most important checks is provided by the
cancellation of infra-red and collinear divergences. In-
deed, the technique for NNLO QCD computations de-
scribed in Refs. [47–49] leads to a Laurent expansion
of different contributions to differential cross sections in
the dimensional regularization parameter ϵ; coefficients
of this expansion are computed by numerical integra-
tion. Independence of physical cross sections on the reg-
ularization parameter is therefore achieved numerically,
when different contributions to such cross sections (two-
loop virtual corrections, one-loop corrections to single

•Contrary to NLO, 
results stable in the full 
spectrum

•Scale dependence 
typically improved

•K-factor is small but 
not constant 20
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top/anti-top ratio 
very stable

Charge ratio 
!  7 TeV (ATLAS):  
◦  σt(t) = 53.2 ± 10.8 pb,  σt(t¯) = 29.5 +7.4

-7.5 pb 
◦  Rt = σt(t)/σt(t¯) = 1.81+0.23

-0.22 
◦  Main systematics on Rt: background normalization (multijet from data, other from MC), JES 

!  8 TeV (CMS):  
◦  σt(t) = 53.8 ± 1.5(stat) ± 4.4(syst) pb,  σt(t¯) = 27.6 ± 1.3(stat) ± 3.7(syst) pb 
◦  Rt = σt(t)/σt(t¯) = 1.95 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.19(syst) 
◦  Main systematics on Rt: PDF uncert., signal modeling 

!  Rt potentially sensitive to PDF 
!  Approaching the precision necessary to discriminate between different PDF models 
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7 TeV:  ATLAS-CONF-2012-056 
8 TeV : CMS-PAS-TOP-12-038 

 
 to be sub. to JHEP 

�t,NNLO/�t̄,NNLO = 1.83

�t,NLO/�t̄,NLO = 1.83

�t,LO/�t̄,LO = 1.85

8 TeV LHC,  MSTW2008,  mt = 173.2 GeV

No substantial modification w.r.t. NLO -> handle on PDF?

Single-top total cross section, NNLO QCD

�NLO
t+t̄ = 85.2+2.5

�1.4 pb, �NNLO
t+t̄ = 83.9+0.8

�0.3 pb (scale only)

�ATLAS
t+t̄ = 82.6± 1.2 (stat.)± 11.4 (syst.)± 3.1 (PDF)± 2.3 (lumi)

�CMS
t+t̄ = 83.6± 2.3 (stat.)± 7.4 (syst.)pb

Brucherseifer, Caola, Melnikov ‘14 
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ü  Inclusive and fiducial measurements available 
ü  All channels seen 
ü  Precision currently at ~ 10% 

Top Physics: single top exp 

Overview'on'inclusive'and'differen1al'single'top5
quark'cross5sec1ons'and'results'on'|Vtb|'

Kathrin(Becker,(University(of(Oxford(
on(behalf(of(the(ATLAS(and(CMS(collabora?ons(

(
(
(

SM@LHC(2015,(Florence,(22.04.2015(

Kathrin(Becker( SM@LHC(Florence,(22.04.2015( 5(

Fiducial(cross(sec?on(

•  Fiducial(cross(sec?on(reduces(the(extrapola?on(uncertain?es(from(the(measured(
region(to(the(inclusive(region,(which(are(determined(from(Monte(Carlo(

•  Cross(sec?on(measured(within(the(detector(acceptance(
•  Fiducial(region(defined(as(signal(region,(but(using(par?cleNlevel(objects(
•  σfid(tq+t̅q)(=(3.37(±(0.05((stat.)(±(0.48((syst.)(pb(N>(14%(uncertainty(

•  Reduc?on(on(signal(modeling(
uncertainty(of(about(3%((

•  Provides(feedback(to(the(
generator(community(

•  Fiducial(cross(sec?on(can(be(
extrapolated(to(the(inclusive(
cross(sec?on(using(the(
acceptance(of(the(different(
generators(and(the(BR(tN>Wb)(

ATLAS5CONF520145007'
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ü  Differential measurements also available from ATLAS and CMS 
ü  Large statistics for t-ch 
ü  Good agreement with MC’s  

Top Physics: single top exp 

•  All(distribu?ons(from(ATLAS(and(CMS(agree(well(with(SM(
predic?ons(

•  Measurements(s?ll(limited(by(data(sta?s?cs(and(background(
modelling(N>(precision(at(best(around(10%(

Kathrin(Becker( SM@LHC(Florence,(22.04.2015( 10(

Results(on(differen?al(cross(sec?ons(

CMS,(8(TeV,(

19.7(jN1(

CMS'PAS'
TOP5145004(
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ü  Differential measurements start to probe the tricky question: 

“How to compare measurements and predictions at the level of top quarks” 

Top Physics: New concepts: pseudo top 

ü  Operational definition is to combine particles (jets, leptons, …) to an object closely related to 
top quarks: pseudo-top. 

!  ATLAS:*using*par0cle:level*objects*as*defined*in*the*TopLHC*
working*group*to*construct*pseudo:tops*which:*
•  Avoid*large*model:dependent*extrapola0ons*to*parton:level**top*
quarks*and*to*full*phase*space*

•  Remain*strongly*correlated*with*corresponding*partons*from*QCD*
calcula0ons*

16*

Differen0al*Cross*Sec0on*with*Pseudo:Top*

!  ATLAS:*differen0al*cross*sec0on*as******
a*func0on*of**pseudo:top*variables****
in*the*l+jets*channel*at*√s**=*7*TeV*

!  Observed*distribu0ons*show*some*
sensi0vity*to*PDF*sets*and*parton*
shower*models:*
•  POWHEG(HERAPDF)+PYTHIA*provides*
generally*the*best*representa0on*

*
!  Measurements*limited*by*systema0cs:*
•  b:tagging,*jet*energy*measurements,*
ini0al/final*state*parton*shower*

17*

Differen0al*Cross*Sec0on*with*Pseudo:Top*

SubmiUed*to*JHEP*
arXiv:1502.05923*
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17*

Differen0al*Cross*Sec0on*with*Pseudo:Top*

SubmiUed*to*JHEP*
arXiv:1502.05923*
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ü  First differential cross-section measurement for boosted top: 
 

•  Using lepton + jets events in √s = 8 TeV data 
•  Hadronic top decay reconstructed as jet with R=1.0 with substructures 

Top Physics: New regimes : boosted top 

!  First*differen0al*cross*sec0on*measurement*for*boosted*top:*
•  Using*lepton*+*jets*events*in*√s*=*8*TeV*data*
•  Hadronic*top*decay*reconstructed*as*jet*with*R=1.0*with*substructures**

!  Unfolding*to*fiducial*(par0cle:level)*and*full*(parton:level)*phase*space*
•  JES*for*large:R*jets*main*systema0c*for*par0cle:level*measurements*
•  Signal*modeling*uncertainty*much*larger*for*results*at*parton*level*

!  NLO*and*LO+parton*shower*MC*predic0ons*overes0mate*data*

18*

Differen0al*Cross*Sec0on*of*Boosted*Tops*
ATLAS:CONF:2014:057*

Particle level Parton level 

ü  So far we observe a persistent feature: at high PT data is lower than theory 
ü  Is it:  

•  NNLO QCD? Or ( 2à n merged @ NLO) à matched to PS ? 
•  EW?  
•  Shower modeling? 

See Frank Krauss talk for new MC developments 
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Top Physics: tt+W/Z 

ü  Rare processes in SM 
ü  Just been observed at ~ 3sigma 
ü  ttZ probes directly the ttZ coupling; not so much for ttW 
ttZ̄ and ttW̄

Evidence for ttZ̄ (ATLAS, CMS) and ttW̄ (ATLAS)! 
8 TeV NLO cross sections: σ(ttZ̄) = 206 ± 45 fb, σ(ttW̄) = 232 ± 51 fb 

Motivation                          ttW/Z                 ttƔ                     ttH (introduction, bb, ƔƔ, multileptons)                         Conclusion     7/23
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Top Physics: tt+gamma 

ü  Solid brand new observation (ATLAS ‘15) of this associated production mode 

ü  5.3 sigma 
ü  Fiducial measurements agrees with SM 

ü  Handling top decay correctly is crucial for getting this observable right 
ü  Opened interesting discussion about how well MC’s deal with this situation 

  

Sensitivity to Qt at the LHC

→  Compare SM vs. Exotic (Qt=-4/3) hypotheses

• Naive expectation of       scaling fails:

  

NLO QCD tt+γ at the 14 TeV LHC

Smooth-cone photon isolation [Frixione]

→ Photons with pTγ<50 GeV are dominantly emitted in the decay 

[Melnikov, Scharf, MS]
Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 074013

•  Directly probe the top electric charge 

•  Interesting flavor connection – more in Uli’s summary part 

•  Radiation in top decay is dominant for 
PT below 50 GeV or so.  
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Top Physics: tt+H 

ü  New results in this difficult channel 

25

95% CL upper limit Observed �2� �1� Median +1� +2� Median (µ = 1)
Single lepton 3.6 1.4 1.9 2.6 3.7 4.9 3.6
Dilepton 6.7 2.2 3.0 4.1 5.8 7.7 4.7
Combination 3.4 1.2 1.6 2.2 3.0 4.1 3.1

Table 5 Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% CL upper limits on �(tt̄H) relative to
the SM prediction, for the individual channels as well as their combination, assuming mH = 125 GeV. The 68% and 95%
confidence intervals around the expected limits under the background-only hypothesis are also provided, denoted by ±1� and
±2�, respectively. The expected (median) 95% CL upper limits assuming the SM prediction for �(tt̄H) are shown in the last
column.

=125 GeV
H

 for m
SM

σ/σ=µBest fit 

0 2 4 6 8 10

Combination

Lepton+jets

Dilepton

1.5  1.1± ( 0.7 )

1.2  1.3± ( 0.8 )

2.8  2.0± ( 1.4 )

 ( tot ) ( stat )

tot.

stat.
ATLAS

)bb→H (Htt

-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

Fig. 16 The fitted values of the signal strength and their un-
certainties for the individual channels and their combination.
The green line shows the statistical uncertainty on the signal
strength.

=125 GeVH at mSMσ/σ95% CL limit on 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Combination

Lepton+jets

Dilepton
ATLAS

)bb→H (Htt
-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

σ 1±Expected 

σ 2±Expected 

Observed

=1)µInjected signal (

Fig. 17 95% CL upper limits on �(tt̄H) relative to the SM
prediction, �/�SM, for the individual channels as well as their
combination. The observed limits (solid lines) are compared
to the expected (median) limits under the background-only
hypothesis and under the signal-plus-background hypothesis
assuming the SM prediction for �(tt̄H) and pre-fit predic-
tion for the background. The surrounding shaded bands cor-
respond to the 68% and 95% confidence intervals around the
expected limits under the background-only hypothesis, de-
noted by ±1� and ±2�, respectively.
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ATLAS

)bb→H (Htt

-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

Combined

Single lepton and Dilepton

Fig. 18 Event yields as a function of log10(S/B), where S
(signal yield) and B (background yield) are taken from the
Hhad

T , HT, and NN output bin of each event. Events in all
fitted regions are included. The predicted background is ob-
tained from the global signal-plus-background fit. The tt̄H
signal is shown both for the best fit value (µ = 1.5) and for
the upper limit at 95% CL (µ = 3.4).

this e↵ect is caused by the interplay between the tt̄+cc̄
normalisation uncertainty and several other systematic
uncertainties a↵ecting the tt̄+ cc̄ background yield.

The noticeable e↵ect of the light-jet tagging (mistag)
systematic uncertainty is explained by the relatively
large fraction of the tt̄+light background in the sig-
nal region with four b-jets in the single-lepton channel.
The tt̄+light events enter the 4-b-tag region through a
mistag as opposed to the 3-b-tag region where tagging
a c-jet from a W boson decay is more likely. Since the
amount of data in the 4-b-tag regions is not large this
uncertainty cannot be constrained significantly.
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Figure 14: The 2D test statistic q(kV, kf) scan vs. the modifiers to the coupling of the Higgs boson
to vector bosons (kV) and fermions (kf), profiling all other nuisances, extracted using only the
ttH analysis channels. The contour lines at 68% CL (solid line) and 95% CL (dashed line) are
shown. The best-fit and SM predicted values of the coupling modifiers (kV, kf) are given by the
black cross and the open diamond, respectively.
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CMS -1 = 8 TeV, 19.3-19.7 fbs
-1 = 7 TeV,     5.0-5.1 fbs,WW,ZZγγ,ττ,bb

 = 125.6 GeVH at mSMσ/σ95% CL limit on 
1 10
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Same-Sign 2l
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γγ σ 1 ±Expected 
σ 2 ±Expected 

Expected (sig. inj.)
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CMS -1 = 8 TeV, 19.3-19.7 fbs; -1 = 7 TeV, 5.0-5.1 fbs

Figure 15: The 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter µ = s/sSM. The black
solid and dotted lines show the observed and background-only expected limits, respectively.
The red dotted line shows the median expected limit for the SM Higgs boson with mH =
125.6 GeV. The green and yellow areas show the 1s and 2s bands, respectively. Left: limits as
a function of mH for all channels combined. Right: limits for each channel at mH = 125.6 GeV.

ü  Starting to test the SM cross-section predictions. 

ü  High-requirements for the MC’s to model the final state well 

ü  It is important to understand top production well in order to model ttH properly. In particular 
the top PT and tT PT are important (presently reweighting to top PT is used) 
 

ü  Also important to control exp systematics in tT: for example, in the most sensitive channel   
(H-> bb), ATLAS has S/B ~6% 
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Summary: Where do we stand compared to last year? 

16

Discussion

Goal of sessions was dialogue between theorists and experimentalists.
Succeeded!

Interesting points raised, to think about

single top (what to measure and how to call it)

top mass definitions (how to settle this and quote a reasonable error)

when should experiment correct back to (di↵erential) cross sections for
on-shell tops and when not?

EW corrections – irrelevant for total cross section but important for
boosted top. How to get make sure they get included consistently?

what are most exciting measurements at LHC14?

any gripes: experimentalists to theorists or vice versa?

questions on B physics and the direction it’s heading in?

anything else?

 à Not discussed here. Nothing new since last year; this questions will continue to  
     appear for years 
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top mass definitions (how to settle this and quote a reasonable error)

when should experiment correct back to (di↵erential) cross sections for
on-shell tops and when not?

EW corrections – irrelevant for total cross section but important for
boosted top. How to get make sure they get included consistently?

what are most exciting measurements at LHC14?

any gripes: experimentalists to theorists or vice versa?

questions on B physics and the direction it’s heading in?

anything else?

 à Discussed extensively at the particle truth sessions.  
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top mass definitions (how to settle this and quote a reasonable error)

when should experiment correct back to (di↵erential) cross sections for
on-shell tops and when not?

EW corrections – irrelevant for total cross section but important for
boosted top. How to get make sure they get included consistently?

what are most exciting measurements at LHC14?

any gripes: experimentalists to theorists or vice versa?

questions on B physics and the direction it’s heading in?

anything else?

 à aMC@NLO just released automated EW corrections (nice addition to many existing 
EW results). Makes possible combined NNLO QCD + EW! 

ü  Some things were not anticipated but happened: 

•  AFB at the Tevatron resolved 
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Summary: Where do we go from here? 

ü  Expect fully differential NNLO QCD 

ü  Combined with EW (fully differential) 

ü  Top decay with NNLO QCD is not unlikely within 1 year’s time 

ü  Single top with top decay can be (and should be) expected 

ü  Anticipate activity towards NNLO matched to showers (builds nicely on existing work on 
multijet merging in top). 

 
 
ü  More measurements on 8 TeV data underway, Run-II data coming 

ü  NLO 2-to-n MC’s are being commissioned for the new data 

ü  Fiducial cross sections are the way to go! 

ü  Expect to scrutinize, for the first time, top production in the TEV range. 

ü  First evidence for top pair production in association with boson (Z,W).  
    Expect precision at Run II.  

ü  Looking forward for ttH in Run-II ! 
 


